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## Investment Banker

Press `GO` after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function  
** Denotes a multiple-security function

### News
- **TOP** 
  Top BLOOMBERG NEWS® stories
- **READ** 
  BLOOMBERG's most read news
- **NI PREMNA** 
  News on rumored deals
- **NI LBO** 
  News on deal financing
- **NI PREIPO** 
  IPO deal talk and rumors
- **NRR** 
  News ranked by readership
- **TLOAN** 
  Top loan news
- **TOP FIN** 
  Top financial news
- **TOP DEAL** 
  Top corporate news
- **NI WNEWS** 
  Who is in the news

### Market Monitors
- **WEI** 
  World equity indices
- **BTMM** 
  US treasuries and money markets
- **WB** 
  World bond markets
- **IMAP** 
  Intraday market map
- **FWCM** 
  Forward interest rate matrix
- **EA** 
  Earnings season analysis
- **MA** 
  Global M&A transactions
- **CMDS** 
  Commodity markets
- **WCDS** 
  Global CDS pricing
- **CMBQ** 
  Key commodity price and volatility data
- **FXGN** 
  Major currency markets live
- **FXIP** 
  BLOOMBERG FX homepage
- **RATT** 
  Credit rating upgrade/downgrade ratio
- **BLP** 
  Start BLOOMBERG LAUNCHPAD™

### Calendar & Statistics
- **EVTS** 
  Conference calls and transcripts
- **ACDR** 
  Earnings announcement calendar
- **IPO** 
  Equity offerings search and monitor
- **NIM** 
  New bond and equity offerings
- **WE** 
  Key economic data worldwide
- **WEX** 
  Top CEO compensation figures

### Economics
- **ECO** 
  Global economic releases
- **ECOF** 
  Economic data finder
- **ECOW** 
  Chart economic data
- **LEAD** 
  Leading economic indicators
- **BLS** 
  Historical employment data by super sector
- **GEW** 
  Global economic watch

### Searches
- **EQS** 
  Equity search
- **LSRC** 
  Loan search
- **SRCH** 
  Bond search
- **BBLS** 
  BLOOMBERG law search
- **NSE** 
  News search
- **RSE** 
  Research for industries, economics, companies
- **FSRC** 
  Hedge and mutual fund search
- **BMAP** 
  Search for energy assets, mines, vessels, utilities
- **PEOP** 
  Search for people with BLOOMBERG profiles

### Forecasts
- **OUTL** 
  BLOOMBERG NEWS® economic surveys
- **CPF** 
  Commodity price forecasts
- **CMSE** 
  Monitor commodity market sentiments
- **FXFC** 
  Access FX rate forecasts
- **ECFC** 
  Economic forecasts
- **BYFC** 
  Bond yield forecasts

### Market Returns
- **MRR** 
  10 best/worst performing stocks in an index
- **WEIS** 
  Global equity indices returns
- **WCRS** 
  Rank 10 best/worst performing currencies
- **WBIS** 
  Rank returns of selected bond indices
- **CRR** 
  Commodity ranked returns
- **FPC** 
  Compare fund returns over time

### Market Movers
- **MOV** 
  Index movers
- **MMAP** 
  Market map for global market sectors
- **CMCX** 
  UBS BLOOMBERG CMCI
- **CRB** 
  Reuters/Jefferies Commodity Index
- **CMOV** 
  Rank best/worst CDS performers by sector

### League Tables
- **LEAG** 
  Underwriter/legal adviser rankings
- **RANK** 
  Historical broker ranking reports
- **WFA** 
  Historical broker ranking reports
- **WLA** 
  Global deals by legal advisers
- **LMX** 
  Underwriter/legal adviser rankings
- **LTOP** 
  Top loan underwriter rankings
- **WHF** 
  Best hedge fund players snapshot
- **WMF** 
  Best mutual fund players snapshot
- **LALT** 
  Legal adviser rankings

---

The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service is a service of BLOOMBERG Data and BLOOMBERG Order Management Systems (the "Services") that are rendered and distributed separately by BLOOMBERG L.P. ("BLOOMBERG") and its subsidiaries and affiliates in jurisdictions other than Argentina, Australia, China, India, Japan and Korea (the "BLP Countries"). BLP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bloomberg L.P. ("BLOOMBERG"). BLP provides BLP with all global marketing and operational support and service for the Services either directly or through a new BLP subsidiary in the BBP Countries. The Services include electronic trading and execution services, which are available only to sophisticated institutional investors and only when the necessary legal documentation has been obtained. BLOOMBERG, BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL, BLOOMBERG TM, BLOOMBERG L.P., BLOOMBERG BNA, BLOOMBERG TELEVISION, BLOOMBERG MARKETING, BLOOMBERG TV, BLOOMBERG NEWS, BLOOMBERG PRESS and BLOOMBERG STORE are trademarks and service marks of BLOOMBERG and its affiliates. The names, logos and trademarks of other companies are the property of their respective owners.
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Press **GO** after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

### Company Analysis

- **DES** Fundamental and financial data
- **BQ** Composite quote and key price/trade ratios
- **XS55** Company Snapshot in Excel
- **MGMT** Executives, board, interlocking relationships
- **MSGN** Management snapshot
- **PCEO** Product and geographic analysis
- **PPC** Product peer comparison
- **CAST** Company capital structure
- **RELS** All related securities and expenditures
- **CCM** Company capital market
- **CACS** Corporate actions
- **XMA** M&A deal analytics in Excel
- **FA** Financial statements, key ratios, industry data
- **RV** Comparable company analysis
- **RVR** Relative value ranking
- **GF** Graph financial values and ratios
- **WACC** Weighted average cost of capital
- **DDM** Dividend discount model
- **CRVD** Credit relative value
- **CDSH** CDS spread rate history
- **DDIS** Company’s debt maturity profile
- **RVRD** Relative debt value ranking
- **XCVA** Comparable analysis in Excel

### Company News/Research

- **CN** Security-specific news
- **MCN** Most read news stories
- **EVT** Conference calls and transcripts
- **ANR** Equity analysts’ recommendations
- **BRC** Research reports for a specific company

### Risk Analysis

- **RSKC** Evaluate a company’s health
- **CRPR** Credit ratings
- **CRAT** Company rating, valuation by BLOOMBERG
- **CGOV** Governance risk assessment ratings
- **AIAG** Audit Integrity data
- **GV** Graph volatility
- **PC** PEER correlations
- **HVT** Historical volatility table
- **TRMS** Term structure of volatility
- **SKEW** Option volatility skew

### Holders/Holdings

- **PHDC1** Holdings search, all sources, sorted by size
- **PHDC3** Insiders’ holdings
- **HDSM** Holders’ matrix
- **PHDC4** Insider transactions graph
- **PHDC5** Holdings search, company holdings
- **AGGD** Debt holders aggregated
- **FLNG** Search for 13F filings

### Legal/Regulatory Filings

- **CF** Search all company filings
- **EDFS** Free-text EDGAR searches and alerts
- **LITI** Company litigation summaries
- **BLAW** Legal resources menu
- **SEC** SEC acts and rules menu

### Miscellaneous

- **BERRY** BLOOMBERG info on your BlackBerry®
- **MSGM** Message-related functions menu
- **SPDL** Create/organize your contact list for MSG
- **DINE** Find restaurants and reviews
- **FLY** Find flight information